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ABSTRACT. The radiative decay modes 11~ ", ,Z have becn Cound to be viable at SSC/LIlC
Cor detection oC an intermediate mass range lliggs boson expected in the standard model (SM).
A precise measurement of the decay widths of these modes may be used to distinguish among
thcories beyond the SM. We present results obtained Cor the respective decay widths in minimal
extensions oC the SM: leCt-right symmetric models with a minimal Higgs potential, the minimal
supersymmetric standard model, and SU(2) x U(I) invariant Lagrangians in which any new physics
appears as nonrenormalizable, effective interactions. \Ve condude that only in the last ca..<;ethe
S~I decay widths Cor these radiative modes may be enhanced.

RESUMEN. Se encuentra que los modos de decaimiento radiativos II - II"Z serán accesibles
en los acelefi"lores SSC/LIlC para detectar el bosón de lliggs predicho por el modelo estándar
(ME) con una masa dada en el intervalo intermedio. Una medición precisa dc las anchuras
respectivas de decaimiento pueden scr usadas para distinguir entre varias teorías que van más
allá del ~IE.Presentamos resultados para dichos decaimientos en las siguicntes extensiones mínima"
del ME: modelos con simetrí" izquierda-derecha (ambidiestra) y un potencial de lliggs mínimo, el
modelo supersimétrico mínimo y lagrangianos invariantes ante SU(2) x U(I) en el cual los nuevos
efectos físicos aparecen como interacciones no-renormalizablcs y efectivas. Concluimos que sólo en
el último caso se obtiene un incremento de r(ll ~ ,,) con respecto al resultado obtenido en
el ME.

PACS: 14.80.Gt; 12.15.Cc

l. HIGGS IIUNTING

AH known experimental data for high energy processes are consistent with the standard
model (5M) of the electroweak interactions provided the masses of the t-quark and the
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•• Also at Facultad de Ciencias Físico ~tatemáticas, Universidad Autónoma de Puebla.
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Iliggs boson /l lie in the range 103 GeY < m, < 180 GeY and mJl > 60 GeY at
91% c.l. [IJ. Nevertheless, various theoretical arguments suggest that the SM can only be
regarded as an e1Tective low-energy theory, valid up to sorne energy scale A at which it
would be replaced by sorne more fundamental theory. Certainly, A should be greater than
the SM symmetry-breaking scale (<1»0 = v = 2Mwsin()w/e ~ 210 GeV. An essential
point in this scheme will be to elucidate if A is greater or lower than ~ I TeY, which
corresponds to the scale where the SM lIiggs sector transits from a weakly to a strongly
interacting regime, and the new physics involved in each case will be described by a
decoupling or non-decoupling effective Lagrangian [2].

\Vhen considering alternatives to the SM, it is natural to concentrate in mode!s which
are theoretically motivated, their phenomenologies are reasonably constrained and calcu-
lationally well-defined. In the present paper we consider three atractive possibilities satis-
fying these criteria: left-right symmetric (LR) models with a minimal Iliggs potential [3]'
the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [4J, and a SU(2) X U(I) invariant
effective Lagrangian with new non-renormalizable (anomalous) interactions [2J. In parti-
cular, we are interested in studying the radiative decay modes of the neutral Iliggs bosons
predicted in these models. It has been pointed out [5) that the radiative decay modes H --->

'''(,'Y, -yZ may be used in the hunt for an intermediate mass lIiggs boson (0.5mz < mJl <
2mz) in the SM and the MSSM. If the -y-y branching ratio is about 10-3, the event rate
at the SSC may be adequate in a few years of running time with the planned luminosity
L = 10 lb-1 through the inclusive reactions pp ---> W(Z)/lX [6] and pp ---> t[¡IX [7). It is
therefore tempting to compare the expected decay widths for these radiative decay modes
in the aboye extensions of the SM. An enhancement/suppression effect as compared with
the SM prediction may then be used to discriminate among these extensions.

The -y-y (-yZ) decay modes constitute one-Ioop radiative processes induced by any
charged particle that couples to /l. The !VL-loop diagrams shown in Fig. I give the main
numerica! contribution in the SM for a branching ratio of about 10-3 [8]. \Ve expect a
strong sensitivity of the -y-y (-yZ) decay modes to new physics, in particular to new heavy
charged particles which couple to /l or to non-standard deviations of the 11'11' -y(Z) and
11'11' /l vertices.

\Ve shall review various calculations for the JI ---> -y-y (-y Z) decay widths in the frame-
work of LR models [3]' MSSM [4) and an effective SU(2) X U(I) Lagrangian [2,9, la]. \Ve
find that in LR models the -y-y (-yZ) branching ratios are essentially the same as in the
SM, in the 1\ISS1\1there may be a suppression effect, while the anomalous couplings may
enhance these branching ratios [11-11].

2. STANDARD MODEL RESULTS

In the SM, the WL-loop shown iu Fig. I gives the main numerical contribution. The
respective decay widths for the -y-y, -yZ modes are given by [8, 11]

2G 31 1

2
Q 'Fmll 2

ro(II ---> -y-y) = .j2 '" AiQi '
61 27r3 L

•
(2.1 )
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FIGURE 1. Dominanl Feynman diagram conlribuling lo r(110 - "1"1, "IZ).

(2.2)

where ; = scalar (s), fermion (f), gauge boson (L), Qi is lhe respective electric charge for
the particle circulating in the loop in units of e, Cw = cos ()w is the weak mixing angle,

I ( 1 2 ( I ))A -- 1--1 -
s - 4Ts 4Ts 4Ts '

Ar=--I [1+(1 __ 1 )12(_1 )],
2Tr 4Tr 4Tr

(2.3)

3 3( 1)2(1)AL=2+-+- 2-- 1 - ,
4~ 4~ 4~ 4~

'" -2Qr(TtL - 2Qrs~)Br =L -------[41,(Tr,ar) - 12(Tr,ar)],Cwr
(2.4 )

BL = -; {(3 - t~ )12( TL,aL)

+ [(1 + h)t~ - (5 + h)] 1,(~, ac) }, (2.5)

wherc Ti = 1n¡/lm}, tri = AIi/m¡, i = 5, f, lVL1 and the paramctric integrals I(r), Ia(Til O"i)

are givcn in the Appcndix. It is important lo Batice that those parametric inlcgrals dcpend
wcakly OH Ti and ai ami that the \VL,loop dominates easily both decay widths fo(ll ~
"Y"Y, "YZ) [8, 141.
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3. LEFT-RIGIIT SYMMETRIC MODELS

Since the IVL loop dominates ro(H --+ ¡¡, ¡Z), an immediate question arises as far as
the IVR loop contribution in LR models is concemed. In fact, it was argued [141 that the
branching ratios B(llo --+ ¡¡, ¡Z) might be enhanced by about one arder of magnitude
if there is a new IV' gauge boson with the SM coupling to 1I. This means that in such
situation one should expect a IV'IV' H coupling proportional to MIV' and therefore an
obvious enhancement of the order (mlV' /mlV)2 should arise. In Refs. [12, 131we addressed
this question in the framework of LR models with a minimal lIiggs potential and our
conclusion was negative, essential1y because the IVRIVRII coupling is suppressed by mixing
angles amI it is not proportional to MR, but rather to the Iighter mass ML [12].

In LR SU (2)¡. X SU (2)R XU( 1) models with a mini mal Iliggs potential [3]' each generation
of quarks and leptons sits in left- and right-handed doublets. The lIiggs sector consists
of a bi-doublet <1>and two triplets ~L,R' The vacuum expectation val\les (vev) necessary
to generate masses are given by (1)?') = ki, j = 1, 2, (6~~R)= VL,R,where the neutral
fields have been expressed in terms of their real and imaginary components. The SM
phenomenology is preserved with the fol1owing hierarchy of vev, VL« max(ki) « VR' It
was found [31 that the additional restrictions VL= k2 = O and k¡, VRf O reproduce the
most natural vev scenario in the sense that highly correlated values among the coupling
constants are not imposed by the minimization conditions for k¡ and VR' Furthermore,
this scenario leads to al1 IIiggs bosons having positive mass squared and it is consistent
with flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) constraints and unitary requirements on
IVLIVLscattering. There is no significant IVL-IVR mixing under these conditions. After
the spontaneous symmetry beakdown, there are left 14 physics Higgs bosons: 6 neutral
(lID, hO, 6~', 6~i, 1>g', 1>gi),4 singly charged (h"', 6e), and 4 doubly charged (6t~) scalar
fields. In the natural vev scenario discussed aboye, 1>~"iand h'" are forced to be heavy
and wil1 he not experimental1y accesible in the near future. lID is the LR analogue of the
SM neutral IIiggs boson 1I.

In LR models, the calculation of each IVL,WlooP contribution to r(1I --+ ¡¡, ¡Z) in the
linear 'tllooft-Feynman gauge involves the computation of 13 diagrams for the ¡¡-decay
mode [8] and 29 diagrams for the ¡Z-mode [14]. Since in the nonlinear R-gauge there are
no Ca lVa¡, a = L, R, and CR~VRZ(Z') vertices, where Ca are the unphysical Goldstone
boso\ls, the number of diagrams reduces to just six for each IVL,R-Ioop in the ¡¡-mode
and three more diagrams for the ¡Z mode [12]' as shown in Fig. 2.

The res\llts for the widths of both ¡¡, ¡Z decay modes in LR models can be expressed
in the closed form [121

2c 3
Q r7n/ll 12r(ll --+ n} = Iñ AL+ AR ,
64v2rr3

(3.1 )

(3.2)

where the IVL,R-loop contributions are given by the functions AL,R and BL,R' The ex-
pressions for AL amI BL reproduce the SM-results given in Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5). The
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FIGURE 2. (a) Feynman diagrams for the WL.R.loopcontributions to the decays II - ",!",!, ",!Z in
the nonlinear R-gauge. (b) Extra Feynman diagrams for the WL.loop contributions to the decay
H - ",!Z in LR models. Gw and Cw are the unphysical Goldstone bosons and Faddeev.Popov
fields, rcspectively.

expressions for the !VR-loop functions are given by [121

(3.3)

(3.4 )

with TR= m¡¡/m~,O'R= m~/m~ and the parametric functions Ji are given in the Ap-
pendix.
According to the aboye results, we get that aH the !VR-loop contributions are suppressed

with respect to the !VL amplitudes by terms proportional to mcfmR. Since this ratio is
about l/ID from constraints obtained by low-energy data [15]' the decay widths r(IJ -->

-y-y, -yZ) in LR models are essentiaHy the same as in the SM. We have also compllted in the
nonlinear R.gauge the decay widths for the other two low-mass LR neutral Higgs bosons,
¡,O(b2') --> -y-y, -yZ. We fOllnd [141 that aH the lV.-Ioop contriblltions are sllppressed by LR
mixing angles and therefore that only the radiative decays of the SM.like Higgs scalar lf
are significant in LR models.
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TABLE I. Couplings of the MSSM neutral Higgs bosons (denoted collectively by <1»to fermions
(u, d type) and gauge bosons (V).

tI> g.h g.ld g.vv
cosa sino sin(,8 - a)h ---
sino cos ,8
sina coso'

cos(,8 - a)H
sin ,8 cos ,8

A cot ,8 tan ,8 O

4. MINIMAL SUPERSYMMETRICMODELS

The minima! supersymmetric standard mode! (MSSM) requires two IIiggs doublets and
a singlet IIigg fíeld. After spontaneous symmetry breaking, this model has two more
parameters than the SM, which can be mA and tan,8 == v2/vl, where A is a neutral
seudoscalar and Vi are the vacuum expectation values for the neutral components of
the two IIiggs doublets. The physical IIiggs sector contains two charged [J" and three
neutral (h, [J, A) scalar bosons. The h and f{ fields are CP-even IIiggs bosons, while A
is a CP-odd scalar. Before radiative corrections, the tree-Ievel lIiggs potential induces the
inequalities mA < mIl~, mh < mz < mIl, mh < mA < mIl [4, 161.

The couplings of (h, [J, A) to fermions and gauge bosons depend on the angles ,8 and
a, with a a mixing angle used to diagonalize the CP-even scalar mass matrix. They are
depicted in Table 1. As far as the ", ,Z decay modes are concemed, the MSSM branching
rations are smaller than in the SM due to the fad that the decays into bb are enhanced
for tan,8 > 1 and that the dominant !VL-Ioop contribution is suppressed (absent) in the
case of the CP-even (odd) IIiggs bosons [17). This result was unexpected in the fírst
calculations for r([J - ""Z) in the MSSM [111, in particular because it was hoped
that the loops induced by heavy SUSY superpartners would produce a clear enhancemenl.
1I0wever, it tumed out that this was not the case.

5. ANOMALOUS COUPLlNGS

Besides the known extensions ofthe SM (SUSY, LR, GUT, etc.), there is another approach
used to characterize the possible effects of physics beyond the SM. It involves a general
effective Lagrangian eelr which is given as an expansion in inverse powers of sorne energy
scale A representing the onset of new physical phenomena [9, 101:

e "Oí Oi
e.ff = SM +L A2 6 + ... ,

í

(5.1)

eSM is the SI"I Lagrangian, 06 are dimension-6 (non-renormalizable) SU(2k X U(I) invari-
anl opcralors and O'i are form faclors. In this scheme, the operators O:, describe possihle
deviations of the SM, in particular potential non-standard (anomalous) couplings for the
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boson vertices WW'Y(Z), WW H, ZZH, etc. Since the decay widths f(H -> 'Y'Y,'YZ)
are expected to be highly sensitive to these couplings, it is therefore interesting to study
the aboye decay widths in the presence of potential anomalous couplings. We follow the
approach advocated by de Rújula and collaborators [9] that any modification of the SM
dynamics aboye its symmetry-breaking scale should respect the SU(2) x U(I) SM gauge
symmetry. Accordingly, the non-standard WW 'Y(Z), WW H couplings are derived from
the SU(2) x U(I) invariant, dimension-6 operators

(5.2)

where q, is the SM scalar doublet, ri are the Pauli matrices and the field tensors and
covariant derivatives are given by

Wi - 8 Wi 8 Wi + Wi Wk
¡.w - IJ 11 - v ¡.J géijk IJ /.1'

(5.3)

D 8 . r
i Wi . I Y B,,= ,,- '92 ,,- '9 2 ,..

In particular, de Rújula and collaborators found [9] that the operators OWB induce a
tree-Ievel anomalous vertex H'Y'Ywith an amplitude AWB = 81rs?"/90. Our point of view
is that a complete estimate -to first order in the coefficients of the new operators éWB,

éw, éW4>, éWD, which are expected to behave as /1.-2, éi =" 0;//1.2_ of the nonstandard
deviations of f(H -> 'Y'Y) has to include the effects generated by the anomalous vertices
WW'Y, WW H in the one-Ioop diagrams as shown in Fig. 3. We performed this calcula-
tion [13) in the Feynman-'tHooft gauge, the respective Feynman diagrams are shown in
Fig. 4. The decay width obtained is given by

where ra and Aa are the SM results [8] and

( 4) (/1.2) 73AW4> = 7 + - In -2- + - + 2rL + 8rL
rL Mw 6

+ 2 (rL - 4 - :J '/rL - 1 [(rL) - (16 + re)[2(re), (5.5)

Aw = 41n (~~) + 10 - 2'¡rL - 1 [(re) + 2(3 - re)[2(rc). (5.6)
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FIGURE 3. Feynman diagrams for the anomalous contrihution (hlack dots) to r(JI ~ TY)'

Few comments are in order. The amplitudes AW<I>,w depend weakly on M// and A. In
particular, the leading divergence is logarithmic and, according to (5.1), they decouple
as A ---> 00 and the SM predictions are recovered in this limito In this respect, our cal-
culation can be considered also as an illustrative example of how the full SU(2) X U(l)
gauge invariance of the operators 06 provides a useful bookkeeping of electromagnetic
gauge invariance as well as a test of the decoupling nature of the non-standard quantum
(one-Ioop) corrections induced by 06, The latter situation do es not arise in a specific
calculation of f(JI ---> /'/') when use is made of an anomalous vertex WW/' which is not
explicitly SU(2) X U(l) gauge invariant [18). A similar situation arises for the decay width
r(JI ---> /'Z), with the only complication that it is necessary to consider a greater number
of Feynman diagrams [191.

De Rújula el al. [9] found that the new tree-Ievel anomalous coupling Aw B induces
an enhancement of the ratio r(lIo ---> TI)/fo(lIo ---> 'n) of 5.6 to 19 in the interval
ICWBI:5 0.01. We have found that the same ratio -including the one-Ioop anomalous
contributions Aw.p and Aw- varies from 0.166 to 7.6 for mH = 100 GeV and ,\ = 1 TeV
when we use the bounds obtained in Ref. [9] from well-measured observables at tree level
-0.008 < CWB < 0.01 and -0.024 < CDW < 0.014. Our results for the anomalous one-Ioop
contributions Aw.p and Aw change smoothly with M// and r(lIo ---> -n)/fo(HO ---> -n)
and the difference with respect to our results cannot be explained by the anomalous
one-Ioop contributions. The discrepancy with respect to de Rújula's result may lie just in
an erroneous calculation of their tree level contribution.

On the other hand, we can get bounds on CDW and CWB by requiring that the anomalous
contributions to r(lIo ---> /,/,) should be lower than the SM decay width fo(lIo ---> /'/').

This approach is consistent with the expected decoupling nature of the non-standard
quantum corrections as A ---> 00 and Ci ---> A-2. What is relevant now is to find if the
new bounds improve those already found from the existing low-energy data [9]. Assum-
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FIGURE 4. Feynman diagrams with non-standard couplings in the Feynman-'t-Hooft gauge in-
volving the Goldstone boson Gw.

ing no accidental cancelations among the anomalous terms, we get lówsl :::: kw.1 :$
14Ao/g(Aw8 + IAwoI»1 and IÓDWI :$ IAo/3g2 Awl, which are equivalent to the bounds
IÓDWI :$ 0.2 and kwsl :$ 0.009.
The anomalous magnetic dipole and electrie quadrupole moments of the W boson can

be expressed in terms of the Ó¡ form factors evaluated at zero momentum transfer:

/l-w =
[1 + ~g(ówol> +ów)Je

2Mw

Q
g(ów+ - ów)e

w = - 8M2
W

(5.7)

(5.8)

The SM predictions correspond to Ó¡ == O. According to our bounds on Ó¡, we get Ó/l-w :$
0.02 and óQ :$ 4 x 10-3, which are more stringent that the experimental values [201
/l-w = 1+2.6 (-2.2) and Qw = 0+ 1.7(-1.8), but just comparable to the bounds obtained
by the Rújula el al. [9J.

6. HIGGS BaSaN SEARCIIES

The d = 6 operators 06 given in Eq. (5.2) induce anoma)ous vertiees WW1'(Z), HZZ,
lfWW which may generate deviations on the search techniques for the SM IIiggs boson.
In particular, we have computed [211 the expected deviations ofthe branching ratios (BR)
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FIGURE 5. Dependence of the ratio Rr = r(/l - ZZ)jro(/l - ZZ) with respect to the &noma-
lous coefficients t:W8 and !., for rnJl = 200 GeV.

ofthe decay modes Il --. ZZ, WW for mJl 2: 200 GeV. We have used also these anomalous
vertices to compute the cross section 0"( e+e- --. Z. --. Z H) at LEP II energies.

We show in Figs. 5 y 6 the results for Ru = O"(e+e- --. ZIl)jO"o(e+e- --. ZH) and
Rr = r(1l --. ZZ)jfo(H --. ZZ) in the é. - éWB plan e of parameter space. We find that
these ratios are very close to the SM prediction, which means that the anomalous coupling
IlZZ induces minimal deviations. As a consequence, the bounds obtained on mH from
LEP are only slightly modified. Similarly, we have found that the reaction e+e- --. Z +ll,
which will be searched at LEP 11, has a cross section that differs from the SM result by
only a fraction of a percent. On the other hand, the search for a heavy Higgs boson can
be still done at hadron colliders through the decay II --. ZZ. As expected, our values for
BR(1l --. 'Y'Y) are higher than the SM predietion and this result eonfirms the expeetations
that this deeay mode can be used to deteet a SM lIiggs boson in the intermediate mass
range.

7. CONCLUDlNG REMARKS

We have found that -even with the stringent bounds on éi obtained from low-energy
data [91- the "n-deeay width may be enhaneed by an order of magnitude with respeet
to the SM result fo(ll --. n) given in Eq. (2.1). This result eonfirms the expeeted
sensitivity of the one-Ioop diagrams on the strueture of the IVW¡, ~VIVH vertiees. We
have al so verified that the SU(2) X U(I) gauge invariant d = 6 operators given in Eq. (5.2)
induce only logarithmic divergenees in the ¡¡-deeay width. As a eonsequenee, the effeetive
Lagrangian (5.1) restores the deeoupling nature of the non-standard quantum eorreetions
in the ¡imit A - oo.
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FIGURE 6. Dependence of the ratio R. = u(e+e- - ZH)/uo(e+e- _ ZIl) with respect to the
anomalous coefficients f:WB and E., for mH = 70 GeV.

On the other hand, we found that the LR phenornenology forces the LR prediction for
r(H ---> '"1'"1,'"IZ) to be as clase as possible to the SM result, while the MSSM prediction for
these decay widths are sornewhat suppressed as cornpared to ro(H ---> '"1'"1,'"IZ). We have
therefore, in conclusion, that a rneasurernent of these decay rnodes for the neutral Higgs
basan rnay be used to distinguish arnong rninirnal extensions of the standard rnodel.

ApPENDlX

The decay widths r(H ---> '"1'"1,'"1Z) depend on the following pararnetric integrals:

r> 1,

(A.1 )

r < 1.1 [ . l 1+ VT=T]- 71'+1 n-----2 1-VT=T '

I1(r,<1)=2( 1 )+( ~ )2U(a-1)-f(r-1
)]

T-(J T-(1

I(r) =

12(r, (1) =

+ ( r )2 [g(<1-I) - g(r-1)],
r-<1

( 2 )U(<1-1)-f(r-1I,
r-<1

(A.2)

(A.3)
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{

- [sin-1(1/2v'ii)]2,

¡(a) =

¡[ln(b+/LJ + i7f,

{

v'4a - 1 sin-1(l/2y'a),

g(a) =
~v'1 - 4a [ln(b+/LJ + i7l"],
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